
Dear Jim, 	 9/13/04 
morning X went to the besemmit for something end ray eye was immediately 

taken by several things that were out of plaasoon top of the file °advents and a 
section of the eatinete I use least often. One of these things wee a misplaced box of 
Penn Jones' newsletter and near it a file box of copies of ROM records apparentlq 
made by Rae, so you can guise how long ags that was because she hetet been here for 
years. Whatever her purposes, they are now impossible for me, but I did go over these 
copies and 	be writing you separately about some. 

I have two lenediate purposes, one being how unusual_ it is for these boxes to 
hare been sovei at all, and certednl,y they were not by Lil or me, and the ether 
relates to the record a cope of which 	ettach because of its latent:Lai importrawm 
in any field offices case remand. 

The pray  person to look at any of me dolaustaire files at all recently was the 
Penn abate doctoral eaudidate and to the beet of my recollection I was with him all, 
the time, to call things to his attention and to answer his queetions. Ws interest 
is limited to •the Commission file end this was not near that, which is in the_ center 
rather that along the wall towerd the pool, wheat these boxes were. 

The Pest Jones X101389121310 wan an open lam atop 	box. It is the tipper or - 
open box that was moved. If the layer one was moved, et was not moved much and I did 
not notice if it Was. The box of **piss was Wright and next to the iVX boxes. . It was 
moved farther to the left." Aryl whether or not there is any significance, it happens 
that both imrtially blocked a seller window, which tilts in flees the top.  Strange, 
and I can't explain it. I em certain (digit nobody who has been hare had OW interest 
in the 'ones stuff and if I over 1aew of the other boa, of copies, being there, I'd 
forgotten it. Bo, nobody could have had anY interest in it. 

The :l in reason for attaching the MR of 62-109060, sieve Least to HQ. 1/14/69, 
is that it lists a copy for DL 89.52, ()optioned edasseadnatioa of JEW This latieates 
SA entirely different DL JIM aseassination file that has been acknowledged and it had 
not been eearched. 

The 'C is not clear, but no alaesitioation in the 80s could be appropriate for 
this subject matter. I've *hooked the list* The 52 is clear enetteh. And there is no 
=motion on the record, wideh would he indicated if there bad been a typographical 
error. Moreover, a typo would involved both digits, for the known seteseeieation file 
in DL is 43. 

Bab Eaffica, the subject of ignored Appeals, relating in particular to critics and 
to me personally, was a member of Hal %A's. group in the Bay atm and also an Phi 
*senexite Informant. Ma SP number is indicated, 1)4-2375„ hSeF in alio filed in WI 
in 134-4?7?4. 

Eaffka is a nut and his lies started treble for a number of people and wasted 
FBI tine and money in cheek:tag out aissold Imola Emsalar, of pet:rat. I wan literally 
a nut as well as flew Alvely. Be was present once it I was with Here grOuP end be 
tried to be provocative. He also tided to start a group of bin awn. Who Me of 
November Brotherhood," as I recall. New ouch of this, if anyp be did for the 732t, 
I do not know. 
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AIRTEL 

TO: 	DIRECTOR, F3I 	 DATE: 1/14/63 

MOM: LEGAT, REIM CITY 

RE: 	R03311T LLC7D XA2FIE, aka 

/ 	 IS-CUBA 
1, 	 Bufile 105-32030 

I 	 37 134-2373 
MEI 105-3713 (P) 

WILLIAM RAY DOMES, eta 
13 - CU3A 
&dile 105-161216 
2P 105-17CC 
MEX 105-5747 (P) 
O 	

f - f* It 	 e  

/Ls 	 / 

Enclosed are 75 copies of L7M captioned and dated as 
!above. Extra copies are furnished for possible dissemination 
to appropriate of:ices of U. S. Secret Service. 

2e 3ureau airtel 7/23/ST entitled UORITZ OU33ZOLZ, eta, 
IS - CANADA, 3ufile 105-16C5CC, regarding deportation of the 
subjects from Canada on 7/10/2e. 

LEADO: 

SAN IMAHCISCO OFYICE 

18 - Bureau (Incl. 28) 
(1 - Liaison Cection) 
(2 - Dallas, 105-1764, :Job ins, Info) 

(1 - 82-52, Assassination of JFX) 
(3 - 31 Paso)  
(1 - r Yor%,.134-11734, Kaffte, Info) 
(2 - LeEat, Cttawa, Info) 
(8 - Can ;Francisco) 	

e Y:,  

. 	as - .ieaonstrations at San Francisco.-..... -.---4- 
Otate College) 

3 - Mexico City (105-3710) 
(1 - 105-5747) 

RJG:emh 
(21).  

‘:iFEB 1 61961 

A 



M3X 135-3710 
MRX 105-:.747 

- AT SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

7111 advise Mexico City whether or not subjects are known to have returned to the San Francisco area from their Mexican travels. 

MEXICO CITY 07FICZ 

AT 1013=0, D.7. 

Till mete inquiry at Mexican .iepartment of Immigration in attempt to locate information concerning subjects' travels in Mexico. 

A copy of the LEI is being disseminated to CIA Station, Mexico, i).17. 	 • 
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January 14, 1960 • 

RCBERT LLOYD KAFFKE 

WILLIAM RAY DOBKINS  

• fr. • 	*MIA/ 
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The January 6, 1969, edition of EL DIA, a leftist, 
Spanish language daily newspaper published at Mexico, D.P., Mexico, 

carried an article on page 2 which is set forth below in its • 

entirety: 

Mr. William R. Dobkins, United States citizen, 
from San Francisco, California, presented himself last 

night in the offices of EL DIA and asked us to publish 

the following declaration: 

"The 24th of December I, together with my 
compatriot Roberto Kaffke, visited the Embassy of the 

Republic of Cuba, displaying to its functionarids an 
invitation made to us from Havana to visit Cuba at 
an unspecified time. Our purpose, as representatives 

.0f the Caucasian groups and of the Third World, 
respectively, of the strike committee of the students 

of San Francisco State College, was to obtain national 
and international publicity for our strike and for 
the Onn for a new course in the psychology depart-

ment Of our school to study the Mental state of 

//,'7#-.4/1 
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RC BERT LLOYJ KA7F-All 
WILLIAM lAY DO3KI17S 

Lee Farvey Cswald. The trip to Cuba was 
refused 

to us, although in Ctinada it had already 
been 

authorized." (They were deported from th
ere.) 

"This study which we wish to caery clt ha
s the 

objective," stated Mr. jobkins, "of dyter
minipg why 

Cswald was not tried. It is sustained th
at the motive 

for his action (the assassination of John
 F. Kennedy) 

was so damaging for Borth Averican capita
lism that 

he had to be eliminated. 

• "My only credentials are the fact that
l 

convinced his mother (Margarita Cswald) t
hat I 

knew so much about the affair that she he
rself 

accused me of having,  been involved in the 
assassina- 

tion of the President, without mentioning
 my name, 

the day following the death of Jack Ruby."
 (7.141 

showed a photostatic copy of a document i
n which 

there is a quotation which, according to 
the declarant, 

was taken from the ZALLAS MCRNING Na7S, N
ovember 5, 

1967: "That she now had enough circumsta
ntial evidence 

to convict a person with a motive.") 

"Cnce I spoke with her in Tort forth, Tex
as, 

and another time she saw me, and we spoke
, in Eonahans, 

also in Texas, and what we spoke of there
, and much 

more, is that which v'e wish to say in ou
r new course 

in Oen 7rancisco State College and for wh
ich we desired 

ample publicity which I believed I could 
obtain With 

a grand unfolding in Cuba.." 

Mr. jobkins identified himself with a mig
ratory 

Form 14 number 70774: issued by our Consu
l in Calexico, 

California. 
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